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What is the best way to live every day every night in the whole of your life? Is there any 

way rationally organized for you to live well as a sapient existent dwelling here on 

earth? 

 

Supernaturally, “reason” (the ability to think) was given to you. You have the totally 

different quality of living with or without having the grasp of this reality as one of 

sapient beings. 

 

It goes without saying that reason you have is not active reason you personally got by 

yourself. It is “passive reason” you received as a gift given. 

 

The two concepts introduced and lectured upon already by your instructor, Toshiyuki 

Namai, namely “subtle taste” and “elegant simplicity” should be susceptibly recognized 

for purpose of reaching the ultimate spiritual state as a human being what is called “the 

ultimate naturalization” as a quintessential question through holding communion with 

you individually. 
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Through holding communion with you, you will be possibly all set to hold communion 

with nature for the sake of realization of the ultimate naturalization in you. The 

ultimate naturalization is eventually achieved after experiencing cultivation and 

civilization in your life. 

 

As for you to smoothly think about this matter from the “stereotypical process,” the 

following process shall be kindly introduced. 

 

As to the whole of your life, it is necessary for you to cultivate yourself first, civilize 

yourself second and naturalize yourself third. Those three stages are fundamental 

stages for all human beings who wish to live well as sapient existents by using passive 

reason received as a gift given. 

 

Concretely, I hereinafter guide you to the following process for you to be a genuinely 

rational existent dwelling here on earth. 

 

Three fundamental stages for you rationally guided are as follows: 

 

1 cultivation (cultivating yourself) 

You need to cultivate yourself through receiving necessary education as for your first 

fundamental stage in your life. 

 

2 civilization (civilizing yourself) 

It is necessary for you to be civilized in the existent civilization already made in the 

human history. 

 

3 naturalization (naturalizing yourself) 

The wise eventually find a way to naturalize themselves. It means they rationally 

find the ultimate goal in their life by using reason given. 

 

 

Necessary guidance shall be reasonably given to you regarding the above three 

fundamental stages in the lesson. 


